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ASSU officers

SEATTLE

Spectator
UNIVERSITY

plan for year

by Kathy McCarthy
While moving ahead witTi
plans for spring quarter, the
new ASSU officers are also devoting plenty of planning time
to next fall and beyond.
Pat Lupo, ASSU president, described a revised Activities
Board which he hopes will systemize planning of campus
events on a year-longbasis.
THE NEW BOARD will be
composed of the ASSU second
vice president, two students and
two senators. The board will
meet with all campus organizations at the end of this quarter
and finalize plans for an activities calendar that will cover the
upcoming academic year.
"I think we can plan social
events in advance," Lupo said.
He added that placing club
events on a published calendar
would encourage the organizations to stick to their plans.
The calendars would be distributed, free, to all students at
fall registration and would also
be given to other members of
the University community.
THE NEW activities board
will take the place of the second senate of club presidents
which Lupo hadearlier talked of
forming.
Another leadership conference
is planned for fall to bring officers and club leaders to a mutual understanding of theirroles
and duties.
Lupo also hopes to have a
listing of apartment housing
available by the end of this
quarter. A student senate subcommittee has been working on
such a housing listing for much
of this year.
There is nothing new on the
progress of the Class A liquor
license for the Tabard Inn, Lupo
added.
HIS ADMINISTRATION also
hopes to work closely with the
Admissions office on recruiting,
possibly partially funding some
student recruiting efforts. The
course teacher evaluation, begun this year, will also be continued with publication resting
on faculty response.
Lupo is presently checking the
possibility of a five-credit hour
module run on a four-day-aweek basis. This may be possible in upper division classes
to start with, he said. The University is reluctant to consider
switching all classes to that
basis since the five-hour, fiveday plan is so young.
The effectiveness of any initial program will determine the
further use of the four-day
week.
John Dunne and Mark Rattray
are the ASSU appointees to the
Academic Council (Rattray'sappointment came up for student
senate approval last night) and
Lupo hopes they will be active
in academic planning. They will
also t ake up the question of the
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Pat Lupo

mandatory class attendance

rule once more.

RENOVATION of the Chieftain is another priority item
John Peterson
while the new officers would
like to continue the Personal
Direction Center which Joe Zavaglia, assistant director of student activities, has begun.
The student handbook, which
has not been revised since 1970,
will get a thorough reworking
and will be ready for students
next fall.
Tim Flynn, ASSU treasurer,
says preparations for a spring
quarter clubs budget are going
well. The structure of the financial boardhas been finalized
and budget committee meetings
on individual budgets will begin
this week.
"WE'RE GOING to try and
keep the clubs out of debt," he
added.
CreightonBalinbin
Flynn said the budget committee will adhere strictly to the
Balinbin advocated a comcriteria passed by the senate bined counseling-tutorial service
for determining budget allot- in his campaign platform which
wouldbe staffed by members of
ments.
The criteria include a well- S.U.s honoraries. He hopes to
prepared budget request, stable contact honoraries members
membership in the group, rela- soon about his plan.
tive worth in public relations
HE WILL also check out his
and community services in pro- idea for a blind date^escort servS.U.,
moting the interests of
ac- ice with the Activities Board.
tive participation in promoting
"We hope that what we try to
the programs of ASSU, and a sponsor on campus will also atvalid attempt to secure funding tract the community," Balinbin
from other sources.
continued.
"We hope to submit a budget
"I also think all the officers
pass,"
he here should work for more unity
that the senate will
continued.
on campus."
He hopes to maintain a strong
HE HOPES to be interviewing
officers at larger schools later emphasis on publicity and help
in the year to determine how attract community participation
through working with the Unithey allocate funds.
Creighton Balinbin, ASSU sec- versity Relations office and othond vice president,hopes to con- er ASSU officers.
JEFF JONES, ASSU publicity
duct a campus evaluation this
spring which will reflect the at- director, is presently engaged
titudes of the dorm student, the in organizing student participaday student and the working tion in the Alumni-Phon-a-Thon
student. Such an evaluation which begins tonight and runs
would tell ASSU what kind of for eight nights on Tuesdays and
events students would like to see Thursdays. He says the Phon-aon campus.
Thon still needs more students
He will be an active partici- to man the phones.
He would also like to publicize
pant in the newly revised Acspring sports, possibly schedultivities Board.

TimFlynn

Paula Bielski

ing bus service to some baseball
games and giving crew, tennis
and golf more publicity.
The sign room will be whipped into shape, hopefully as a
self-sustaining entity. A small
rental fee may be charged for
use of the room and clubs will
be able to buy materials there
for bookstore prices.
JONES IS ALSO working on a
more representative committee
Jeff Jones
to select next year's cheerleaders and yell leaders. He is also
could be turned into "construcchecking out a new p.a. system tive
work."
yell
leader use at basketball
for
Peterson plans to follow
games which would be independent of the general announc- through on the suggestion that
senior senators be allowed to
ing hook-up.
their committee position.
Construction is also planned pick
to get the senate comfor a large information sign for He hopes
working.
mittees
campus.
the
He would also like to figure
He hopes to revive the traditional ASSU dance at the begin- out a way to increase election
ning of fall quarter which did interest to do away with onenot occur this year due to a candidate races and senate
scheduling conflict with orienta- seats which have to be appointtion. Proceeds help to pay for ed.

cheerleaders' uniforms.
HE CONCLUDED that he
Jones says he will be working
closely on publicity coordination would like to see the senate
"grow in prestige."
with Balinbin.
Paula Bielski, ASSU secrePeterson,
John
ASSU first
vice president, presented a plan tary, has been sidelined with
to last night's senate meeting a neck injury but reports she
outlining an add hoc committee is sitting on the Student Services
to revise the election code. The Committee and hopes to be
committee would be composed working for students there.
of three students. Peterson
The committee is presently
would appoint four senators.
considering setting up student
"THE CODE is really ambig- services in conjunction with Joe
conuous and hard to work with," he Zavaglia's work and is alsophone
sidering a 24-hour crisis
noted.
He added he would make sure for S.U. students.
committee meetings were open
She will be compiling a listing
to students so that some of the of new club officers before the
student interest in the elections end of this quarter.

Decisive education bills in committee
by Richard Coleman

Should private colleges or universities receive financial aid
from the federal and state levels
of government?
Congress will soon be answering this question when it decides the fate of two bills, H.R.
7248 and S.B. 659, both of which,
if passed, will allocate funds to
those colleges and universities
that need it in order to prevent

grants to private colleges

or

universities to help them keep
from raising their tuitions and
to keep these tuitions closer

to the level of public colleges
or universities.
"Most private college people
feel her (Rep. Green) views to
be those we admire most," Fr.
Gaffney said, "she understands
that spiraling costs have forced
the middle income student out
bankruptcy.
of private education."
S.B. 659 would, on the other
BOTH BILLS are in a joint hand, not give direct grants to
conference committee to have private institutions but would
their basic differences worked aid the poor students with little
out.
or no provision made for
According to the Very Rev. middle-income students, Fr.
Louis Gaffney, S.J., President Gaffney said.
"A financial grant to the priof S.U., H.R. 7248, sponsored by
Rep. Edith Green (D-Oregon) vate college will equalize the
and which passed the House last opportunity for the student to
November, would allow direct make the right choice on what

he wants rather than what he
can afford," Fr. Gaffney continued. "Middle-income students
should have a choice too, because they are now forced to
attend lower-cost public institutions. The survival of private
colleges demands that they receive a supplement between
what tuition brings in and the
cost of educating the student."
America is extremely totalitarian in regard to higher education, Fr. Gaffney said. "It
doesn't see that the public interest is being served when financial grants are given to public and private colleges and universities. It doesn't see that
the American society can benefit greatly from having two
kinds of educational facilities."
"MOST PEOPLE are not
benefitting at all from the tax

which
dollar that is bCi.iS channeled Tilton vs. Richardson,thein constiinto public educational facul- the court sustained
ties," he continued.
tutionality Of federal aid for the
According to a recent Ameri- construction of facilities at fClir
can article by Joseph Kane, as- Catholic college campuses in

sociate director of the Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities, there are three basic
influences that will have a great
effect on the passing or failing
of these bills: a desire to provide the poor with maximum educationai opportunity; constitutional concerns over the separation of church and state; and
the Nixon Administration's determination to spend the least
amount of money possible.
Concerning the separation of
church and state, Fr. Gaffney
said, "It remains for the Supreme Court to make the decision of constitutionality."
IN 1971 there was a case,

Connecticut.
According to Kane's article,
"the decision itself represented
an important victory for the

principal of direct aid to
church-related colleges."
The answer to federal funding of private colleges and universities may take awhile before it can come through, bebecome a
cause "bussing has
major issue in tht matter," and
"even if the bill parses, the
money must be appropriated."
Fr. Gaffney added. "And the.?
it may not be spent if the Dept.

of Health, Education and Welfare doesn't like the bill."

Who's Who nominations revived,
students, faculty to make choices
The selection process for

nominate other students, preWho's Who among American ferably through student clubs.
SELECTION CRITERIA inCollege Students has been revived on this campus, with an clude: scholarship, participation
eye toward finding more suit- and leadership in academic and
extra-curricular activities, citiable candidates for the honor.
zenship and service to the school
S.U. DID not participate in and promise of future usefullthe Who's Who nominations dur- ness. The last item willgive the
ing this 1971-72 school year since selection committee an idea of
the re-evaluation process was the student's plans after graduaunderway.
tion.
Joe Zavaglia, assistant direcNomination forms will include
tor of student activities, wrote the above criteria, plus a check
to 11 other colleges in his list of reasons why a particular
candidate fulfills the requireresearch for the revision.
Under the new rules, students ments. A short statement by the
can nominate themselves, forms nominator of the student's objecwill be sent to members of the tives will also be required.
FINAL DECISIONS on the 33
academic community (faculty
and administration members) to nominations alloted S.U. will be
permit them to make nomina- made by a committee of two
tions and, thirdly, students may student representatives, the

dean of women, and the director

of student activities and a faculty member chosen by the first
four, according to Zavaglia.
The new selection process will
<?o into effect next fall quarter.
Nominations must be completed
by November.
Zavaglia said he had heard of
no problems about being readmitted to the competition.
Zavaglia expects the new criteria will force the nominee and
the person nominatinghim to sit
down and do some concrete
evaluating.
In January, when the revamping was announced, Zavagliahad
noted that too often in the past,
people had nominated students
without really knowing them or
by ignoring students in small
departments.

End-of-year meetin

SAAME seeks greater involvement
-

Wray Herring, president of the
Student Afro American Movement (SAAME), has announced
a special end-of-the-year meeting tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in the
Chieftain lounge.
THE MEETING will include
an evaluation of the past year,
election of next year's officers
and an effort to give new direc-

tion to the organization,Herring
said.
The new effort will include
planning more involvement with
the community, and making
S.U. more responsive to the
needs of black students.The addition of more black faculty
members to the S.U. faculty and
the addition of more ethnic

ly PhilFrank

FRANKLY SPEAKING

studies classes to the core curriculum will also be discussed
as part of those needs.
Herring emphasized that all
black students should attend the
meeting.

editorial

...

An end to the waiting

Two years of work culminate tomorrow.

-

MODEL UNITED NATIONS of the Far West opens its

Twenty Second Session and the S.U. hosted event will

finally become a reality.
We hope the Session will be a profitable one for the
S.U. crew and the college delegates coming to Seattle from
the thirteen western states and British Columbia.
We also hope that S.U. students and faculty who have
not been involved in the MUN effort will take time to go
down to the Seattle Center and visit the sessions, thus gaining a first-hand glimpse of what Model United Nations is
all about.

THERE HAS NEVER been a time when international
relations could safely be ignored nor a time when the effective working of an organization such as the United Nations
would not be a bonus to all countries.
Participants in the Model U.N., by simulating real U.N.
conditions and problems as closely as possible, can gain
valuable experience and insight into the all-too-real problems of present daydiplomacy.
AS FOR S.U.s PART in the session, 1972 will be the
first time Seattle has hosted MUN since 1958 when the University of Washington took care of preparations.
After two years of concentrated effort, we hope this
convention will be a credit both to MUN and the University.
Good luck!

New Asian-American class will
sensitize future

social workers

THE PRESENCE of only ten
"The Asian-American Experience" is a five-credit class cur- students makes the class more
rently being conducted under personal and alleviates the need
the auspices of the Community for lecturing to a large class.
The goals of the course are
Services department in Pigott
on Wednesdays and Thursdays to explore the frustrations and
needs of the Asian-Americans in
from noon to 2 p.m.
ORGANIZED by the Office of Seattle.
The three Asian American
Minority Affairs, it is designed
to help fill the needs expressed communities in Seattle are
the Japanese, Chinese and Filiby Asian-American students.
pino communities.
This class is team-taught by
Larry R. Flores and Ms. Jo
THE CLASS will be used "to
Uehara Missler. The class, with sensitize future social workers
its ten students, started off to the needs of the forty to fifty
slowly but now is "coming off thousand Asian - Americans in
very well," according to Flores. the Seattle area," said Flores.

The matrixof the class will be

to explore ten different topics,

such as immigration, politics
and the like, on three different
tracks, each track being either
the Japanese, Chinese or Filipino track.

THE TEACHERS hope to get
one speaker per topic
per track. They hope to get a
cross-section of all types of
thought.
Flores added that the class
will "basically try to provide
some solutions to the socio-economic problems of the three
at least

communities."

A Phi O's gearing up for rally

|

W LOWS HAIKEP TOIK- WHAT

DO SD(J m\ti ABOUT

VIETNAMT

letter to editor
imnnpru
viviff
VlVia imagery
To the Editor:
The ASSU extends congratulations to Hui O Nani Hawaii's
presentation of the "Wonderful
World of Aloha." The vivid im-

aServ and colorful costumery
ient itseif to a well-plannedprogram and is a credit to all who

participated in the event,

Respectfully,

Pat Lupo
ASSU president
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READY TO RALLY: Dave Pellegrini and
car rally which leaves this Saturday from
Edo Vanni prepare for the upcoming A Phi Bellarmine.
Registration for the fourth an- places, are on display in the points along the route, and, in
nual running of the A Phi O foyer of the Chieftain.
the timed portion of the rally,
rally will begin this Saturday
how close they come to the
for
rally
A
is a game of skill
at 11 a.m. in the Bellarmine testing the driver's ability to specified time for that leg.
A "POKER RUN" will be insnack bar. A drivers' meeting control the speed of his car and
willprecede the 11:30 a.m. start. the navigator's ability to inter- cluded with cars collecting a
The A Phi's stress that rallies pret the
card at each of five
directions and instruct playing
check points. At the end of the
are not limited to sports cars. the driver.
rally, a prize will be awarded
A rally is not a race and any
vehicle can be entered. The
The course, beginning at Bel- for the best poker hand. A "spe-

registration fee is $2.50 per car. larmine, runs to rural areas cial questions" section will test
TROPHIES, to be awarded outside Seattle.Cars will receive the team's powers of observafor first, second, and third points for arriving at check tion.
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SINCE ITS OPENING three
weeks ago, ETC offers the theater-goer a chance to sip beer
while he watches drama and
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consist of improvisations rang- mission is $1), while the tavern
ing from 20 seconds to 10 mm- keeps ther receipts from sale of
ment.
utes. Live music fills the hour
beer. Spectators may spend
ETC offers two different between shows.
their time either in the theater
shows each night, Tuesday
The four actors have worked or 'he adjoining tavern.
through Saturday, which are de- out an arrangement with the
The actors include: Laurie
scribed by Dan Mahar, one of Buffalo Tavern whereby they Anderson, director, Nancy Purthe four actors, as "satiric com- have a year's contract for one- inton Richard Willebrand and
ments on contemporary living." room theater adjoining the tav- Mahar.
THE HOUR-LONG shows, one em. They receive the money
The Buffalo Tavern is located
at 9 p.m. and one at 11 p.m., from the theater receipts (ad- on 5407 Ballard Aye. N.W.

lard.
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'

offers the beer-drinker more
than the usual tavern entertain-

Not quite a theater and not
Qu te a tavern, the Evolutionary
TheaterGo. is a new experiment
in drama which operates closely
with the Buffalo Tavern in Bal-
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Thesethree youngmen just madethe
discovery of a lifetime.The oldestis 34.
Remember when a young man could get ahead in business simply by growing old? It was a good system for
those with a littletalent and a lot of patience,but today's
technology moves too fast to wait for seniority.
At Kodak, our extensiveinvolvement in basic research
has madethe need for fresh, young thinking morepressing than ever.So we hirethebestnew talent we possibly
can. Then we do bothof us a favor by turning them loose
on real problems, and giving them the freedom and responsibility they need to solve them.
That's how three Kodak scientists in their early thirties just made a breakthrough in liquid lasers, developing an organic dye laser with a continuous beam. Their

discovery means more than just a new kind of laser. It
means a whole range of new laser applications, in fields
from medicineto communications,
It was thekind of discovery most men work a lifetime
for. Yet these young men still have most of their lifetimes aheadof them.
Why do we give young men so much freedom and responsibility? Because it's good business, and we're in
business to makea profit. But in furtheringourown business interests, we also further society's interests. And
that's good.
After all, our business depends on society. So wecare
what happensto it.

k9 Morethan a business.
Tuesday, April 18, 1972/The Spectator/
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Model U.N. special

events

All Sessions are open to the public
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19
8 am 5 pm— REGISTRATION— Mezzanine, Washington Plaza.
2-3 pm— CREDENTIALS— A1k i Room mezzanine, Coliseum
North Court, SeattleCenter.
3 5 pm— INTRODUCTION of Committees: International Court
of Justice (ICJ); Security Council; Eocnomic and
Social Council (ECOSOC); and Executive, Committee and Council meetings Coliseum North Court,
Arena and Playhouse.
5 7 pm— DINNER in the Exhibition Hall, Seattle Center.
7 9:30 pm— PLENARY Session, General Assembly and Keynote
Address in the Arena Keynote speaker will be Dr.
Noel Brown '58, current U.N. political affairs office,
and native of Kingston, Jamaica.
10-11pm— RECEPTION. Playhouse lobby, open to S.U. alumni
only.
11pm—
INTERNATIONAL Court of Justice meeting in Seattle Center Playhouse.

-

-

—

--

—

- —
- —

THURSDAY, APRIL 20
9am noon COMMITTEE and Council meetings, excluding
General, Rules and Executive— Coliseum North Court
area, Arena and Playhouse.
10 am noon GENERAL, Rules, and Executive Committee
meetings— Arena, Alki Room mezzanine and Shaw
Roomrespectively.
12 2 pm— LUNCH in the Exhibition Hall, Seattle Center.
2-5 pm ALL Committees and Councils— Coliesum North Court
area and Playhouse.
General Assembly in Seattle Center Area.
3-5 pm— GENERAL and Rules Committees meetings— Alki
Room mezzanine.
5-7 pm— DINNER in the Exhibition Hall, Seattle Center.
7-9 pm ALL Committees and Councils— Coliseum North Court
area, Arena andPlayhouse.
8 10:30 pm— GENERAL Assembly in the Seattle Center Arena.
FRIDAY, APRIL 21
9am noon— COMMITTEE and Council meetings, excluding
General, Rules and Executive Coliseum North Court
area and Playhouse.
10 am noon— GENERAL and Rules Committees— Arena and
Alki Roommezzanine respectively.
11:30 am -2:30 pm— EXECUTIVE Committee—S ha w Room,
Coliseum North Court area.
Noon 2 pm— LUNCH in the Exhibition Hall, Seattle Center.
2-5 pm— COMMITTEE and Council meetings, excluding GenGeneral and Rules Coliseum North Court area and
Playhouse.
3- 5 pm— GENERAL and Rules Committee— Arena and Alki
Room mezzanine respectively.
5 7 pm— DINNER in the Exhibition Hall, Seattle Center.
SATURDAY, APRIL 22
9 am noon— (PLENARY Session and General Assembly— Seat-

- —

—

-

-

—

-

—

-

-

tleCenter Arena.

Bus schedule

LeaveBellarmine

WEDNESDAY

2:15 pm

2:15 pm

6:15 pm
8: 15 am
8:15 am
9:30 am
1:15 pm

THURSDAY

AND
FRIDAY

2:30pm
6:15 pm
7:15 pm
8:30 am

SATURDAY

Destination
Leave Center
Exhibition Hall
7:45-8 pm
North Court Area
5:15 pm
North Court Area 10:00 pm
Exhibition Hall
North Court Area
Exhibition Hall
North Court Area

12:15 pm
5:15 pm
2:30 pm
7:45 pm
9:15 pm

Exhibition Hall
North Court Area
North Court Area 10:45-11 pm
North Court Area 1215 pm

Visitors
welcome

Be
Among

Those Who Will

Bring To The World The
Peace Of God

WRITE TO:
BROTHERS OF HOLY CROSS
VOCATION COUNSELOR
1364 CRiverside Drive
Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403

/Tuesday, April 18,
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Students are welcome to attend selected meetings or the
entire twenty-second session of
Model United Nations of the Far

West, according to MUN officials.
THE SESSION runs from tomorrow through Saturday.
Delegates will participate in
the General Assembly, Economic and Social Council, Security
Council, International Court of
Justice and the main committees of the Assembly.
Guests must check-in and pick
up passes in the Seattle Center
Arena. A guide and information
packet will be provided.
Students who wish to arrange
guided group tours are asked to
contact the MUN office, ext.
5999. The tour will consist
Buses will leave from Bellarmine.

1972/The Spectator

S.U. hosted Model U. N. convenes tomorrow
by J. Wright Hotchkiss
The twenty-second annual session of Model United Nations of
the Far West will open at the
Seattle Center tomorrow and
run through Saturday.
S.U., sponsor of the conference, will act as the secretariat.
John Peterson, junior in political science, is the secretary-gen-

eral.

Preparations for the session
have been going on for two
years. The session is "staged to
look like the U.N. in New York,
and for four days the delegates
become ambassadors with real
responsibilities. It should be
pretty effective," Peterson said.

THE SESSION is conducted
like the actual U.N. The secretariat, at the top of the power
structure, is composed of Secretary-General Peterson and his
staff of S.U. students. Officers
of the four other committees,
the Security Council, Economic
and Social Council (ECOSOC),
International Court of Justice
(ICJ) and General Assembly,
are appointed by the secretarygeneral.
The General Assembly includes every member nation of
the MUN. The Assembly considers resolutions which have
been referred to it by committees dealing with economic, fi-

nancial, social, territorial and
political topics.

For example, the secretarygeneral will ask the third committee, which deals with social,
humanitarian and cultural topics, to consider defining what is
freedom of information.
The secretary-general administers the session but he does
not represent any nation. In
practice he is someone chosen
for his neutrality. For MUN he
is elected on the sponsoring
campus a year and a half before
conducting the session. In the
meantime, he attends the U.N.s
Internne Programme in New
York.

Alum will deliver keynote speech

for

opening Genera Assembly

Dr. Noel Brown, a U.N. political affairs officer, will deliver
the keynote address for the
Twenty-second session of Model
United Nations of the Far West
when it opens its four-day session this week.

DR. BROWN, who will speak
at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the Arena,
is no stranger to S.U.
A native of Kingston, Jamaica, Dr. Brown, 37, was gradu-

ated "summa cum laude" from
the University in 1958. He receivedhis B.A. degree in political science and economics.
In addition to his U.N. career,
he has served as lecturer at the
University of the West Indies,
Friends World College and
Hunter Colllege, where for the
past four years he has taught
political science on a part time
basis.
A politicalaffairs officer since
1963, Dr. Brown has served in
the Political Studies and Advisory Services section. He is
presently conductingresearch on
the United Nations and the Third
World; Jamaica: Ten Years of
Independence; National Insurgency: International Responses
and Responsibility; and a text
on the United Nations.

HE RECEIVED his MA. in

International Law and Organiza-

tion from GeorgetownUniversity
and was granted his Ph.D. in

International Law and Relations
from Yale University. He also
studied at the Hague Academy
of International Law.
In accepting the keynote invitation, Dr. Brown wrote to the
Very Rev. Louis Gaffney, S.J.,
President of S.U.:
"To me it will be far more
than an address to a student's
convention. It will be a kind of
homecomingto which Ilook forward with a great deal of anticipation and excitment."

LAST SUMMER Peterson was
the only undergraduate among
52 interns from 32 countries at-

tending the Internne Programme.
Tomorrow night Peterson will
report to the General Assembly
on the work of the session and
give an overview of the issues.
Each Member of the General
Assembly is also a member of
all the Assembly's committees.
Issues to be discussed reflect
current problems before the
U.N. General Assembly and are
chosen prior to the conference
by the Secretariat.
MEMBERS of the S ec uri ty
Council include the five perma-

by Chris Corbett
"What have you been up to
lately?" Address this question
to any member of the S.U Model
United Nations Secretariat and
the answer is bound to relate
hours of phoning, brushing up
on parliamentary procedure,
cross-checking lists and taking
Excedrin.
This is but a fraction of the
two-year preparation period involved in hosting around 900
delegates from 13 westernstates
at the Twenty-Second Session of
the MUN of the Far West this

Secretary General of the con-

ference, the major difficulties
encountered have been in raising the budget, which runs
about $60,000, and in taking care

Adviser wins journalism honors
night's Sigma Delta Chi awards
banquet.
He garnered six awards.

SIGMA DELTA CHI is the national professional journalism
society. Competition included
daily, weekly and college newspapers of all sizes in Western
Washington

Webster is now a reporterphotographer for the BellevueAmerican, a weekly paper. He
is also one of The Spectator's
two acting advisers for this

quarter.

He took first andsecond places
in the Newswriting category
and first and second places in
the Photo Page division.
Webster also won a first place
award in the Community Service and SocialIssues category.

other member nations elected

by the General Assembly of the

U.N. The Council is concerned
with the maintenance of international peace and security.
Three to fifteen judges appointed by the Secretariat comprise the International Court of
Justice. Member nations which
have agreed to put their disputes before the Court present
cases. Decisions are based on
the material presented and the
Court's knowledge of international law.

Each delegation represents
country with one permanent rep-

resentative as a member of the
General Assembly. The repre
sentative may take the form o
a fully empowered ambassado
or share the position with others
of the delegation.In some cases
the foreign minister or head o
state may also attend the ses
sion. It is up to the students to
research their country and determine what is the case.
PREPARATION for the sessions covers study of the U.N.,
MUN, and issues on the agenda.
Included in the preparation is
the study of the country's history, culture, people, geography,

Two-year preparation e

Largest award winner

Kerry Webster, Spectator editor in 1968-69, was the largest
single winner at last Saturday

China, France, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, United
Kingdom, United States and ten

Phones,books,Excedrin:

w,eek.
According to John Peterson,
-

IN HIS SENIOR YEAR at
Brown was president
of Alpha Sigma Nu, national
Jesuit men's honorary, and the
International Club for foreign
students; served as prefect of
the Sodality.
S.U., Dr.

nent members, Nationalist

HIS SIXTH award was a second place in the Portrait Photographers category.

Webster was competing
against reporters and photographers from other Western
Washington weeklies.
In all, the Bellevue-American
swept 16 awards.
Webster joined the BellevueAYnerican in May, 1971 after a
stint as news director for Radio
KQIN in Burien.

of the endless amount of details for a convocation of this
size. He explained that MUN
has received $3800 from the
ASSU, $1000 from the S.U. administrationand has had to rely
for the balance on delegate fees
and outside contributions.
HE FEELS that the reward
for the time and effort put forth
by the Secretariat will be "the
session itself" and foresees that
"a lot of people will get a lot
out of four days."
Peterson is a junior political
science major who is interested
io going on to law school.
Anne Fenno, senior political
science major, is second in the
Secretariat chain of command
as Executive Assistant to the
Secretary-General. At the session, she will serve as the "administrative organizer" or overseer of the non-political body
committee" which will decide
the host school for the 1974 sessionof MUN.
ANNE PLANS "to go on to
graduate school in political
theory and teach at the college
level."
Alicia Butcher, Chef de Cabinet/Undersecretary-Gc n c r a 1
for General Assembly Affairs,
has charge of supervision of the
official work of the session. It
is her job to see that the General Assembly, committee operation and reports, and direction of pages "runs smoothly."
As a senior physics major,
Alicia feels her work in MUN

John Peterson
serves as "part of a complete
education." She notedthat "people with scientific training tend
to get too immersed (in this
aspect)" without balancing their
learning. Alicia has been accepted at the University of Wisconsin's department of nuclear
engineering.

IN LOOKING forward to the
climax of S.U.s preparation,
Bob Gorman, Under SecretaryGeneral of Political and Security Council Affairs, predicts one
of the "best sessions MUN has
ever seen." He is encouraged

convenes tomorrow

LAST SUMMER Peterson was
the only undergraduate among
52 interns from 32 countries atending the Internne Pro-

ramme.

Tomorrow night Peterson will

eport to the

General

Assembly

n the work of the session and
;ive an overview of the issues.
Each Member of the General
Assembly is also a member of
11 the Assembly's committees.
ssues to be discussed reflect
urrent problems before the
I.N. General Assembly and are
hosen prior to the conference
>y the Secretariat.
MEMBERS of the S c c v rity
Council include the five perma-

Nationalist
Soviet
Socialist Republics, United

nent members,

China, France, Union of

Kingdom, United States and ten
other member nations elected
by the General Assembly of the
U.N. The Council is concerned
with the maintenance of international peace and security.
Three to fifteen judges appointed by the Secretariat comprise the International Court of
Justice. Member nations which
have agreed to put their disputes before the Court present
cases. Decisions are based on
the material presented and the
Court's knowledge of international law.

Each delegation represents a
country withone permanentrep-

resentative as a member of the
General Assembly. The representative may take the form of
a fully empowered ambassador
or share the position with others
of the delegation.In some cases,
the foreign minister or head of
state may also attend the session. It is up to the students to
research their country and determine what is the case.
PREPARATION for the sessions covers study of the U.N.,
MUN, and issues on the agenda.
Included in the preparation is
the study of the country's history, culture, people, geography,

economics. Particularattention is given to current
national and international problems, both economic and political, affecting its stand on specific issues and relationships
with other nations.
politics and

"Americans pretending to be
other nationalities is an incredibly enlightening experience,"
said Dr. Cashman. "Students
realize that all foreign policies
are not the same as those of
the U.S."
Each session opens with a
meeting of the General Assembly. Wednesday night Dr. Noel
J. Brown, U.N. political affairs

officer, will address the organization. Then debate of issues
and consideration of resolutions
begins in the committees and
councils. Armed with a full understanding of its country's
stand on an issue, a delegation
drafts a resolution on that issue. After distribution to the
other delegations, the sponsors
must gain the support of a majority of the members of the
committee or council in which
the resolution is being considered. Resolutions passed by the
committees, sometimes in a
much-amended form, are presented to the General Assembly
for final disposition.

Phones, books, Excedrin:

Two-year preparation effort pays off

by Chris Corbett
"What have you been up to
lately?" Address this question
to any member of the S.U Model
United Nations Secretariat and
the answer is bound to relate
hours of phoning, brushing up
on parliamentary procedure,
cross-checking lists and taking
This is but a fraction of the

two-year preparation period in-

volved in hosting around 900
delegates from 13 western states
at the Twenty-Second Session of
the MUN of the Far West this

According
- to John Peterson,
Secretary General of the conference, the major difficulties
encountered have been in raising the budget, which runs
about $60,000, and in taking care

n honors
HIS SIXTH award was a secnd place in the Portrait Photoraphers category.
Webster was competing
gainst reporters and photogaphers from other Western
/ashington weeklies.
In all, the Bellevue-American
vept 16 awards.
Webster joined the Bellovuemerican in May, 1971 after a
:int as news director for Radio
QIN in Burien.
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of the endless amount of details for a convocation of this
size. He explained that MUN
has received $3800 from the
ASSU, $1000 from the S.U. administration and has had to rely
for the balance on delegate fees
and outside contributions.
HE FEELS that the reward
for the time and effort put forth
by the Secretariat will be "the
session itself" and foresees that
"a lot of people will get a lot
out of four days."
Peterson is a junior political
science major who is interested
iv going on to law school.
Anne Fenno, senior political
science major, is second in the
Secretariat chain of command
as Executive Assistant to the
Secretary-General. At the session, she will serve as the "administrative organizer" or overseer of the non-political body
committee" which will decide
the host school for the 1974 sessionof MUN.
ANNE PLANS "to go on to
graduate school in political
theory and teach at the college
level."
Alicia Butcher, Chef de Cabinet/Undersecretary-Gc n c r a 1
for General Assembly Affairs,
has charge of supervision of the
official work of the session. It
is her job to see that the General Assembly, committee operation and reports, and direction of pages "runs smoothly."
As a senior physics major,
Alicia feels her work in MUN

—
John Peterson

serves as "part of a complete
education." She noted that "people with scientific training tend
to get too immersed (in this
aspect)" without balancing their

learning. Alicia has been accepted at the University of Wisconsin's department of nuclear
engineering.
IN LOOKING forward to the
climax of S.U.s preparation,
Bob Gorman, Under SecretaryGeneral of Political and Security Council Affairs, predicts one
of the "best sessions MUN has
ever seen." He is encouraged

photo by carol Johnson

Anne Fenno

by the results of regional conventions this past year and has
enjoyed "watching the S.U. conference grow" to include about
101 schools.
Gorman's duties at the session
will include chairing the Credentials Committee which examines the official credentials of participating delegations, chairing the Rules Committee and supervising Security
Council documents.
He is a junior political science major.
MARY SWANSON, Under
Secretary-General for Economic
Tuesday, April 18,

and Social Council Affairs, is
encouraged "to see the enthusiasm of the Secretarist and of the
new people coming in" to help
with the session. As a senior
political science major, she
feels that MUN helps one "to
understand international diplomacy and the intricacy of its
problems."
Her job will include serving
as legal officer and legal assistant for Eco-Soc.
The coordination of the International Court of Justice,
(Continued on page 8)
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Prineas bows after reaching quarterfinals;
Chieftain crew finishes second in regatta
"

scored on a single hit by Bob
Polaski.
The Portland team countered
with a score of their own in the
first inning, along with another
in the third, to make the score
3-2.
In the fourth inning Joe D'Ambrosio singled to right and was
later brought to home plate on
a double smack by Polaski.
BUT IN THE bottom of the
seventh inning a Viking player
tripled home three runs to ice
the cake on a Portland 5-4 first
game victory.
Terry Gibson was the losing
S.U. pitcher.
No action started in the second game until the fifth inning
when the Viking team came up
with one run. S.U. tied the game
in the sixth whenPat Smith was
pinch hitting and hit a single to

in relief of Bob Nicholas, who
went the first nine innings.
The next day, S.U. played
University of Portland and wiped up the first game with a 4-0
victory and later in the day lost
the second game to the Pilots
8-2.
RON THOMPSON, a junior,
pitched a two-hit game with five
strike outs to enable his team
to come up with an easy win.
Bever started the scoring off
in the third inning when he was
walked. The senior batsman
then moved to second on a
passed ball and to third via a
blooper to the outfield by Varga.
Two consecutive sacrifice flies
by Smith and Hall scored both
Bever and Varga.
INTHE SEVENTH inning the

"

MIKE PRINEAS heads for the ball during Saturday'smatch
Mike Prineas lost his quarterfinal match against Bill Brown
this past Saturday to be eliminated in the First Annual Husky
Tennis Classic.
The S.U. sophomore was
seeded fourth in the tournament
and at the end of Saturday's
matches that's where he ended
up, in fourth place.
THE ENTIRE Chieftain tennis
team played in the tournament,
but by the end of Friday's
matches they were all eliminated with the exception of
Prineas.
On Friday, Prineas whalloped
his opponent, Ron Zielinski from
Wenatchee, 6-0 and 6-1. He continued his win streak early Saturday morning with a 6-2, 7-6
victory over cross-town Husky
rival Gary Yee.
Later that day Prineas came
up against BillBrown, a touring
professional, and lost 6-2, 6-2.
CREW
The Chieftain crew pulled to

—photo by sue hill

Chiefs collected

two more

runs

when Varga and Hall walked.

CHIEFTAIN

Sports
Spectator Sports Desk

a solid second place finish last
Saturday in a race against the
University of Washington and
Western Washington State Col-

ahead.
SEATED IN the varsity boat
were Mark Pembrooke at bow,
No. 2 Barry Leahy, No. 3 Jim left.
Larsen, No. 4 Frank Pontarolo,
lege in Bellingham.
"Smitty" moved to second on
The S.U. rowers rowed the No. 5 Gordon Alexander, No. 6 a single by Polaski and was
choppy 2000 meter course in Dave Chandler, No. 7 John then advanced to third on an in7:06, a length-and-a-half behind Ruhl, stroke Steve Hooper and field hit by Varga. BraddBever
the Husky team who finished at coxswain was Mitch Ikeda.
scored Smith with a sacrifice fly
Rowing in the J.V. boat were to center field.
6:54. Western trailed behind for
third place.
Mark Wills at bow, No. 2 Pat
IN THE 11th inning Varga
JORGE CALDERON, head Edwards, No. 3 Larry Gosselin, walked, went to secondon a saccoach, remarked after the race No. 4 Dave Pellegrini, No. 5 rifice and later scored on a
that the team seemed to be Jim Dupont, No. 6 Ted Schin- double by Hall. CraigMaul then
"choked up." The oarsmen had dler, No. 7 Matt Cossette, stroke forced a single and drove in
difficulty keeping the oars in Rich Otto and coxswain was Hall for the Chiefs' other two
the water for each full stroke, Stan Tomasa.
runs and to end the game with
the coach added.
a 3-1 win.
BASEBALL
In the Junior Varsity event,
Jack Calabrese won the game
The Chieftain nine split two
S.U. finished in fourth place at
7:20, two seats behind Pacific doubleheader games this past
Lutheran, a half length behind weekend in Portland.
Western and five lengths behind
THE FIRST GAME against
the Huskies.
Portland State on Friday ended
After holding second place by in a 5-4 Portland victory. John
a length for 1000 meters, the Varga smashed a two-run homer
J.V.s dropped back just enough in the first inning to start off the
to let the other two teams pull S.U. scoring. Later Woody Hall

ex. 6852

Darrel Prentice then came to
bat and commenced to clobber
a triple, sending Varga and Hall
home for the final runs in the
4-0 win for the Chiefs.
Seven Chieftain errors in
the second game gave the Pilots
several chances for their 8-2
win.
Four errors in the third inning enabled the Pilots to score
six runs and two more Chief
errors in the sixth opened the
way for two more Portland runs.
Arnie Kvarnberg was the losing pitcher.

"
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Williams and Dunn chosen. most
valuable players in winter sports
Greg Williams, 6'B" junior,
was voted the most valuable
player by his teammates for the
1971-72 basketball season. Williams was the top scorer with
19.7 ppg and also ended up as
the top rebounder for the
Chiefs with 319.
SENIOR GARY Ladd, was
given the inspirational award
by his teammates while the
conference coaches named him
to the first team in the West
Coast Athletic Conference all-

league squad.
Approved letter awards went
to the following varsity players:
Steve Bravard, team captain,
Mike Collins, Rod Derline, Steve
Endresen, Dick Gross, Ron
Howard, Gary Ladd, Lenzy Stuart, Mark VanAntwerp and Greg
Williams.

MERIT AWARDS went to Ron

Bennett, Kevin Ekar and Adolph

Sanchez.

Bob Gross was voted the most
valuable player on the freshman squad with teammate Jesse
McGaffie earning the award as
the most inspirational player.
Freshman letters went to Jim
Ferguson, Bill Flannery, Bob
Gross, Tom Johnson, Wayne
Korsmo, Craig Maul, Jesse McGaffie, Tom Phillips and Joe
Withee. Merit awards were
given to Dave Buglin, Dave
Coutu, Sam Hill and Dave

Brewers to vie

the Chiefs
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5 Point Drive In Cleaners

Intramural softball will start
this Sunday. Students interested
in playing should organize a
A Complete, Modern Plant
team and contact the intramural office at Connolly P.E.
Center from 2-4 p.m. Monday
ASK FOR YOUR STUDENT DISCOUNT
through Thursday, or call Ed
Crafton, student head of intraFor 21 Years "THE" Cleaner for S.U.
murals at EA 3-1254.
Any students interested in
Right across from the "Chief"
umpiring softball games should
EA 4-4112
also contact Crafton at the
times and places above.
"Tuesday, April 18, 1972/The Spectator
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The Soul Hustlers and Brew-
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Examinations

Soul Hustlers

ers will square off tomorrow
night for the "A" leaguebasketball championship at 7:30 p.m.
in the Connolly P.E. Center.

Munding.
THE SOCCER team voted
Terry Dunn as the most valuable player with Mike Ortman
collecting the most inspirational
honors.
Soccer letter awards were
distributed to Harry Arnold,
A.J. Callan, Terry Dunn, Dale
Hoff, George Irwin, Jeff Jones,
Abdullah Majhdowi, Paul Nowak, Mike Ortman, Fred Robinson, Morgan Turner, Edo Vanni and Bob Wilson.
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Close To
Campus!
1215 E. Union
EA 5-4312

Injured student tries to cope
'since things are os they are'
by Sue hill
"Since things are as they are,
Itry to live with them and cope
with them. Ihave to face reality."
Joe Wood, senior engineering
student, phrased this personal
philosophy some nine months
after being involved in a car
accident in Spokane last August.
THINGS THAT "are as they
are" for Joe Wood entails weak
coordination on his right side, a
speech impediment and deep
feelings that resulted from the
serious accident.
Joe and a friend were driving
home from a prewedding party
on Aug. 15 in Spokane and for
some reason the two decided to
take an unfamiliar route.
"It was a dirt road with a
lot of curves," J( recalled.
"We went into a i )rner and
my wheels would not hold the
car to the ground."
ACCORDING TO JOE, he was
driving a BMW and upon impact, the car's front windshield
popped out.
"My friend and Iwent through
the window. He apparently did
a flip and landed on his feet.
But Iwent out and landed on
my head."
Consequently, Joe's right side
was paralyzed. "The doctor
said that when one jures the
left side of his brain, the right
side of the body becomes paralyzed and vice-versa."
JOE WAS hospitalizedin Spokane until early September.
Joe has yet to regain full coordination of his right arm and
leg. Nor can he remember what
actuallyhappened that day.
"The last thing Iremember
is leaving the party," Joe said.
BUT THE WORST part has
been trying to deal with a
speech impediment.
"I have very little inflection
n my voice, it's what you call
a monotone," Joe said. "People
can't tell when Iam happy or
not. Ican not relate it in my
voice. Ihave to use my face to
express how Ifeel.
"It is frustrati: g because
when I am in a conversation,
people are inclined to think I
am not interested when Ireally

JOE USED to be very active,
and in his words, "that is an
understatement." Last spring

Newsbriefs
SPC prof announces candidacy

Dr. C. Y. Jesse Chiang, associate professor of political science
at Seattle Pacific College, will announce his candidacy today for
the Ist Congressional District seat being vacated by Tom Pelly.
The announcement will be made at 10 a.m. in Seattle Pacific
College's SUB lounge.
DR. CHIANG, a Republican, will face Joel Pritchard, who has
alreadyannouncedhis candidacy,in the primary.
Dr. Chiang taught at S.U. during summer sessions in 1961-63.

help needed by MUN

Students are still needed to work on Model United Nations tomorrow through Saturday. Kathy Stapleton asks that anyone with
free time contact her: Tuesday 626-5999, Wednesday through Saturday, 345-2065.
Some 50 75 students are now needed in all and 30 are needed
to servemeals on Friday.

-

slide lecture on spoin

The Christian Commonwealth Institute's summer session in
El Escorial, Spain, will be the subject of a slide lecture tomorrow
from 7: 30 to 9 p.m. in the Library Auditorium.
Dr. Martin Larrey, associate professor of history and Carl Anderson, a junior, will present the program.

nuclear technology offered

The Physics Department has proposed a two-year nuclear
technologyprogram.
The Academic Council, which received the proposal favorably,
has given Dr. Jerry Riehl, physics programdirector, authorization
to study such a program.
It would be S.U.s first two-year program

AWS positions open

—
Joe Wood

took 19 credits and
worked35 hours a week besides.
"I was always going. Inever
sat down and talked or thought
about much. But now that has
completely changed.
"It doesn't do any good to tell
yourself you're in a dream. It
isn't. Ihave to face reality.
Things are different now."
JOE'S FIRST thought after he
realized what happened to him
was to get back into school.
"That was my goal. Iknew I
was supposed to graduate this
June and Istill wanted to."
To do so, the former Chieftain
soccer player, changed his major from mechanical engineering to engineering science.
"I CAN NOT predict what I'll
do after Igraduate," Joe remarked. "I don't know for positive that Iwill get better. Docquarter, Joe

photo by carol Johnson

tors really can't

be optimistic
when it comes to damage to
the brain."
Joe did add that his interest
lies in framing houses. He and
some friends of his framed
houses last summer and subsequently, "I have a strong interest in it. But Ican't make
any definite decisions. There is
always the possibility I won't
get better."
Right after the mishap, some
S.U. students quickly set up a
beer fest with donations going
toward the Joe Wood Fund.
"I'M VERY thankful to the
people who came to the fest,"
Joe said. "It was flattering to
know Ihave so many friends.
The money part has little to do
with my appreciation.It was the
idea that so many people showed up. Thank you."

Applications are still being aaken for various AWS positions.
Those
- positions available include Intercollegiate AWS contact,
Spec Aegis representative and Women's Commission members.
APPLICATIONS will be taken daily from 1 to 4 p.m. in the
AWS office.

psychology seminar slated

A drug abuse seminar is being sponsored by S.U.s chemistry
department, Thursday, April 20, at 8 p.m. in Bannon 102.
Dr. Joseph Benforado of the University of Wisconsin will
speak on "Drug Abuse: Research, Medical and Social Impacts."
Benforado is an American Chemical Society tour speaker.
The meeting is open to the public and should appeal to "person's interested in the topic from a variety of perspectives," a
spokesmanfrom the departmentsaid.
Dr. Bernard Steckler may be contacted for further details

Alumni service award
to go to James Layman
The S.U. Alumni Association's

1972 Distinguished Service
Award will be awarded to Dr.
James D. Layman, specialist in
diagnosis and internal medicine
in Seattle.
Dr. Layman, U.W. clinical assistant professor of medicine,
was selected by the alumni
Board of Governors "for h is
Fr. McCall will speak on "The contribution and commitment to
Developing Child and Adoles- the Seattle community and the
cent" and "New Directions in Christian charity he has shown
Values." The programs will be to his fellow man."
BEGUN IN 1957, the award is
from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. InService Day cost is $5, includ- annually presented to an individual who has made a contribuing luncheon.
tion to the community and the
Registration for both pro- University.
grams will be accepted at the
A native of Seattle. Dr. LayReligious Studies Center, 907
man graduated from S.U. in
Terry Aye., Seattle 98104.
1944 when it was still Seattle
College and majored in pre-

Lecturer to discuss adolescents, religious change
The Religious Studies Center lescents and Religious Change"
or the Northwest, jointly spon- before the St. Frances Cabrini
sored by S.U.s continuing adult
education program and the School in Tacoma. Admission is
"atholic Archdiocese of Seattle's $1 for pre-registration and $1.50
Office of Religious Education, for adults and 75 cents for stuwill present Fr. John R. Me- dents at the door.
"all, S.J.. author and lecturer
rom Boston College.
Sunday, April 30, at 8 p.m.

Fr. McCall will lecture on "Ado-

DURING Clergy In-Service
Day, Monday, May 1, at St.
Thomas Seminary in Kenmore,

medicine. In 1943, he was student body president and a mem-

ber of both Alpha Sigma Nu,

national Jesuit men's honorary,
and Alpha Epsilon Delta, pre-

medical honorary.
In 1953 he was active in the

alumni's Board of Governors
and has also been physician for
the University's athletic teams.
Since 1966, he has been S.U.s
medical advisor and is a member of the School of Nursing's
advisory committee.

LAYMAN will be honored on
April 29 by the alumni at a noon
reception at the Chieftain and
the Spring Awards Luncheon, 1
p.m. in Bellarmine Hall. Tickets are $3.50 per person and
available at the S.U. Alumni
House.

Humanities students have chance
to seek federal funds for project Humanities honors series
set for three summers
their proposal at least one
monthbefore submitting a formal application.
A formal application should
include an abstract of the project, a full description, an itemized budget, a short biography
of the applicant and any principal co-workers, authorization
from the school if school facilities or equipment will be used
and three references.
FOR PROJECTS beginning
evaluate all proposals.
after Sept. 1, applications should
AMERICAN citizen, preThe application will be judged be postmarked no later than
rably not over 30, is eligible as to its purpose, value, ori- May 22. For those beginning after Dec. 1, no later than July 31.
ginality and preparation.
r a Youthgrant award.
Proposed projects may conAL TH OU G H Ms. Patricia
Grants will be under $10,000
cern education, study or re- Young, coordinator for grants, each. Because of limited funds,
search of a specific problem, or feels that it would be preferable preference will be given to short
activities aimed at distributing for the student to apply through term projects. The maximum
mmanistic knowledge and ma- S.U., students may apply on grant period is 15 months.
Detailed information may be
erials or applying them to the their own.
understanding of ethical, social
Potential applicants should obtained from Ms. Young in the
or political problems.
send an informal description of graduateschool office, L. A, 121.

Students interested in the huTo be considered for a grant,
manities will now have the a proposed project must meet
chance to receive federal fund- three conditions. The project
ing for projects they under- must clearly relate to the humanities. It must have a defThe National Endowment for inite purpose. And it must be dehe Humanities, a federal agen- signed primarily by young peoy designed to encourage and ple.
upport educational, research
PROJECTS DEALING with
and public activity in the hu- interdisciplinary fields are parmanities, has established a new ticularly welcome.
grant program for the support
Consultants to the Endowment
of these projects.
will review all applications and

kANY

A humanities honors program
in Greek and Roman civilization
will be offered by S.U. this

Undergraduates will enroll in
these summer courses at the
"300" level while students with
a bachelor's degree take them
at the "400" level. Course readings will be the same at both

ciplinary, covering philosophy,
literature and history of th c
periods studied. The seminars
will be limited to 25 students
and are designed to extensively
cover the topics. The program
will center on Western Civilization as found in the "Great

partment, English, History and
Philosophy (PL 110 only), is fulfilled by HU 380 and 381. HU
480 and 481 are equivalent to HS
498.
THE SUMMER program is
not open to students who have
completed the series during the

summer as part of a three-summer program for students unable to attend the full two-year
cycle of courses.
levels with additional written
During the summer of 1973, work required at the graduate
medieval and early modern level.
Europeancivilization will be ofEach course has equivalent
fered, and modern and contem- credit in one or more S.U. deporary civilization during the partments. HU 380 and 381 are
equivalent to EN 314 and HS
third summer.
THE COURSES are interdis- 392. One core course in each de-

Books."

normal school

year.
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Curiosity lures student to job at kidney center

—photo by carol Johnson

—

—

photoby carol Johnson

Plastic tape binds gauze bandages

What is a kidney washer?
summer Coleman was taught
Richard Coleman, a sopho- the techniques of building kidmore, asked himself the same ney filters or dialyzers, and the
question when he applied for method of connecting patients
the position a year ago.
to the machine. These duties
are now included in his job.
employment,
SEEKING
ColeDescribing the process Coleman approached S.U.s employ- man states, "There
are actually
ment office spring quarter '71 two different kidney programs
help
wanted notice at the center hemodialysis and
and found a
from the Northwest Kidney Cen- peritonealdialysis; I'm involved
ter, located at Boren and Colum- in the former."
bia. They were in need of a
Hemodialysis is a process
part-time kidney washer.
which
involves the connection of
"The notice said, no experi- tubes from the dialyzer to the
I
necessary,
ence
and was curi- patient's arms or legs.
ous to know what exactly a kid"The blood flows from the
ney washer was so Iapplied
"
patient's artery through tubes
for the job and got it! Cole- into the filter where
it is
man related.
re-enters
cleansed.
The
blood
by
Coleman was hired
the the patient's body through ancenter to wash artificial kid- other tube connected to a vein,"
neys filters which replace the Coleman explains.
functions of a real kidney in
The patients must be placed
cleansing the blood of patients
three days a
with diseased or absent kid- on the machine
week for an average of 8-12
neys.
hours each day.
"I WAS HIRED on a partSince Coleman works directly
time basis at the time, however with the patients, and because
during the summer
I began of the nature of his job he
working full - time," Coleman shares a special relationship
stated.
with them. He explains that,
Through the course of the "Most patients are very ap-

—

—

—

B. F. Skinner book
to

be discussion topic

B. F. Skinner's recently pub-

lished book, Beyond Freedom
and Dignity, will be discussed
Thursday at 2 p.m. in the Library Auditorium.

Panelists include Dr. Thomas

Cunningham, associate professor
of psychology, Dr. Paul Cook,
associate professor of biology,
Fr. John Koehler, S.J. assistant
professor of mathematics, and
Fr. JamesReichmann, S.J., professor of philosophy.

EACH OF the panelists will
give his impression of the book.
Later the floor will be open to
questions and discussion.
Skinner, a

dents Coleman finds that it is
to develop a type of
"immunity" toward death.
As in any other job he has encountered some problems. "A
few patients find it hard to accept me primarily because of
my age (19) I'm the youngest
member of the staff, and I'm
not a medical student."
Although Coleman enjoys the

necessary

—

job and the opportunity it affords him to ". meet so many

..

people from such diverse backgrounds," his ultimate goal is
to secure a journalistic career.
HE VIEWS his current job as
a definite aid in achieving this
goal since "This job enables me
to relate to people better
and
to better understand their

—

problems."

MUN convenes tomorrow

has charge of all financial aspects such as receipt of deledignitaries familiar with inter- gate fees, preparation of budnational law, has been accom- gets and keeping the financial
plished by Willie Toliver, a jun- status of each participating
ior in political science. Student school up to date.
delegates will present points in
The supervision of about 600
(continued trom page 5)
composed of businessmen and

question tothis court.
IN ADDITION to the political
workings of the Secretariat,
his condition continued to wor- much has been done in the
sen, he asked to be taken off
areas of finance, personnel,puband was, which meant he would lic information and physical setdie as a result," Coleman re- up of the Seattle Center falated.
cilities.
AS A RESULT of such mci
Charles Kirchner, controller,

official notice

April 26 —9 a.m.-4 p.m.
All students enrolled this
quarter at S.U. are eligible
SPRING registrants who do
«to advance register for sum- not complete advance regismer quarter. Readmitted and tration and decide to attend
new students must register in summer will be required to
register in person June 19. A
person on June 19.
To advance register, stu- registration number will be
dents may sign up for an ap- needed. It can beobtained by
pointment with an adviser. listing your name at the RegAfter arranging a class istrar's office during regular
schedule, the signed adviser's office hours between April 27
work sheet should be pre- and June 14. The Registrar's
sented to the Registrar's of- office does not mail eligibility
fice during hours shown benotices or forms to students
low.
April 24-25—9 a.m.-7 p.m.
for summer quarter.

behavioral psycho-

I.K. Little Sisters: 6:30 p.m.
meeting in Ba 403.
Liturgy preparation: 7:30 p.m.
meetingin the Liturgical Center.
Mv Sigma, Phi Beta: 2:30
p.m. important joint meeting in
Buhr 108.
Spurs: 6:30 p.m. meeting in
Chieftain conference room.
TOMORROW
room.
New Conservatives: 7:30 p.m.
I.X.'s: 6: 15 p.m. executive
and 7 p.m. general meeting in meeting in LLII3.
Tau Beta Pi: 12:10 p.m. imXavier meeting room. Blazers
portant meeting in E 101.
required.
Xavier Dorm Council: 8: 15
I.K. pledge class: 6: 15 p.m.
meeting in P454. Sports coats p.m. meeting in Xaxier confer
ence room.
required.
Spectator
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prehensive of the program at
first they can understand the
general concept but not all of
the techniques." Continuing he
adds, "We must help them to
accept and have confidence in
the program, and in order to do
that we must be confident ourselves."
DESPITE THE close relationship maintained between patients and staff Coleman stressed
the importance of "not becoming too involved in any individual case" because of the danger
of emotional instability resulting
if anything should happen to
that patient.
According to Coleman, some
patients are unable to ever adjust psychologically to the machine. "Recently an elderly man
could not see any reason for
staying on the machine since

logist, holds that behavior is environmentally determined. He
denies the existence of free will
or any spiritual aspect of man.
Skinners' principles of behavior are being used in psychotherapy, education and industry.

Spectrum of events
April 18-19
TODAY
A Phi O's: 6 p.m. executive
and 7 p.m. general meeting in
the Bellarmine Apts. Blazers
required.
A Phi O pledge class: 6:30
p.m. meeting in Bell. 102.
Bell. Dorm Council: 6 p.m..
meeting in the Bell, conference

Blood from the patient's artery is drawn into the kidney machine and cleansed.

servers, pages, security officers, etc. is under the jurisdiction of Kathy Stapleton, per-

sonnel director. She has the
task of the recruiting and instructing workers and checking them in at the session.

ALL MAILING units, press
work, publications and duplication of documents, in short,

"anything that needs to be
printed" comes under the office
of Cheryl Carlson, Under Secretary-General for the Office of
Public Information. This job involves endless hours and reams
of paper to keep delegates and
the public alike informed on

schedules and business.
Phil Kuder, Under SecretaryGeneral for Conference and
General Services is in charge of
all delegate accomodations. He
summarizes his job as "super-

vising the physical setup (hotel,

food service, transportation,
committee room organization)
and injecting a little levity into
the Secretariat."

Kuder noted that MUN "really appreciates the co-operation
shown by staff, faculty and students" and hopes to see more of
the same this week.
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CLASSIFIED

" GREMLINS
" HORNETS
" CUTLASS

" VEGA
" CHEVY II

" CHEVELLE

AlsoFull Line of Used Cars and Trucks

See Me Now!

Jim Kanomata
"I will pay $30.00
To Anyone That Brings
Me A Customer!"

SPARKING, Clean, furnished 2 bedrm. apt. Walk to S.U., Mrs. Shelton, MA 3-7300.

STUDIO Apartments, Capitol Hill,
$60/$7O, AT 4-8078, EA 5-4675.

tape recorder,
headphones, coupling wires with
jacks and selection of tapes. $190.

SONY 500 Stereo

B
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Call Li 2-4033 after 5 p.m.
BRAND new 10 speed bikes from

59.95 up to 99.95. Save from
15 % -32 % off retail price. Immediate delivery. Write Bikes Inc.
8383 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 216,
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90211 All orders COD. Also looking for campus rep to handle this and other

.

products.

EVERYBODY is going on the Cruise
April 29. Tickets in P1538.
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